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For millennia, we earthlings stare in awe at the birds 
who fly above us.  Many people tried but failed to fly.  

In the early 1900’s, the Wright Brother’s personally 
paid for and built their own gliders.  Next, they  
created new ways to control their aircrafts..

They made a new engine in their bicycle shop to  
power their invention.  They put together the glider's 
wings, flight controls and a powered propeller  
to make the world’s first airplane.   

Today, planes fly us around the world in hours.  
Our feet are no longer gravity-glued 
to the ground.  We are Sky-Lings now! 

From Flaps to Flights

21
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Dedicated	to	all	those	who	
look to the sky and work 
like the wind to get there.
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Flight is all about air 
pressure.		Birds	flap	their	
feathers to push air down.
The	way	air	flows	over	and	
under the wing pushes the 
bird up. 

Feather Flaps 

Airplane Intro1
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THRUSTTHRUST

LIFTLIFT

Flapping feathers thrust the bird forwards too.
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In England, Sir George Cayley  
studied	birds	and	how	they	fly.		

In	the	1850’s,	Cayley	made	gliders	for	
people.  The story is told how he had 
his	chauffeur	"fly"	in	one	of	his	gliders.  

Cayley's Craft 

After the short glide, the chauffeur quit.  He said he 
was hired to drive the horse coach not to ride in a glider.

Airplane IntroAirplane Intro
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Before	anyone	can	fly,	 
there are four forces to deal with.  

Gravity pulls the plane down as weight.

Lift pushes up because of  
the	way	air	flows	over	the	wing.		

Drag tries to hold the plane back.

Thrust is the forward push from the propellers.  
Later, thrust will come from  jet engines.

Four Forces

Airplane IntroAirplane Intro
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Gravity down

Lift  up 

Drag back

Thrust forward
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As children, Orville and Wilber were 
fascinated with a toy glider their father  
gave them.  As adults, the Wright Brothers 
made their own life-sized gliders.  They  
started	with	Cayley’s	design,	then	they	 
created their own.  They built wind tunnels  
to test their ideas.  They paid for their  
own	trial	and	error	flying	experiments.	

Wright Flight

Airplane IntroAirplane Intro

PenaudPenaud
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In 1903, they went to Kitty Hawk.  The  
wind	at	the	beach	gave	them	extra	lift.		 
The sand gave them a safe place to land.   
To	save	weight,	their	airplane	didn’t	have	 
any tires.  The Wright Brothers were  
the	first	to	fly	an	airplane.	



The Wright Brothers used an 
internal combustion engine.  The 
pistons moved the propellers  
that pushed the plane forward.

9

Propellers & Pistons
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The Wright Brothers created their propeller 
by twisting the wing shape along its length.
Propellers push the plane forwards.

Airplane IntroAirplane Intro
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The	Wright	Brothers	flew	their	planes	around	
the USA and Europe.  Other companies started 
making airplanes.  Wilber sued their competition 
to protect the Wright Brother's patents.   
While the lawyers argued in court, the USA  
fell behind in the airplane race.

Court & Competition
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Public	Domain
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When the USA entered World 
War I, they had no war planes of 
their own.  The USA had to buy 
planes from France.

13

WWI – French Flies
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After World War I, the 
US	Post	Office	used	planes	to	
transport mail.  They called 
the quicker service "Airmail."

Like	the	Pony	Express	of	the	
1860’s,	airmail	in	the	1920’s	
was	very	dangerous.		Many	
planes crashed and the  
pilots were killed.

Airmail

Airplane IntroAirplane Intro
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Raymond Orteig was a rich New York 
hotel owner.  He offered a prize of 
$25,000	to	the	first	person	who	could	
fly	non-stop	from	New	York	City	to	 
Paris or vice-versa. The prize interested 
an airmail pilot named Charles Lindbergh.

Orteig Prize

Airplane IntroAirplane Intro
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Six	pilots	had	died	trying	for	the	 
Orteig Prize.  Charles Lindberg,  
known as Lucky Lindy, wanted to try.

He talked St. Louis businessmen into 
investing	in	his	flying	adventure.

Lindy worked with the Ryan Company to 
build	his	plane	for	$15,000.		The	official	
name of the plane was “Ryan NYP” which 
means New York to Paris.  Lindy called  
his plane, "The Spirit of St. Louis." 

Lucky Lindy

Airplane IntroAirplane Intro
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Smithsonian	National	Air	&	Space	MuseumSmithsonian	National	Air	&	Space	Museum
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In 1927, Lindy took off from New York 
City	with	450	gallons	of	gas.		He	flew	
alone	for	the	next	33	hours.	He	flew	
3,600 miles (5,800 Kilometers).  

He landed in Paris and was cheered  
by a crowd of over 150,000 people.  

Lucky Lindy was a worldwide hero. 

21 Airplane IntroAirplane Intro
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After	Lindy’s	successful	 
flight,		others	started	 
breaking	more	flight	records.

In	1933,	Wiley	Post	flew	
by himself around the  
world in less than 8 days.

Wiley’s Winnie Mae

Airplane IntroAirplane Intro
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Smithsonian	National	Air	&	Space	MuseumSmithsonian	National	Air	&	Space	Museum

Airplane IntroAirplane Intro

After	his	around	the	world	flight,	
Wiley invented a pressurized suit 
to use in the un-pressurized  
airplane at high altitude.  Sadly, 
Wiley died in a plane crash in 1935.
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World War II

Many	new	planes	were	 
made for World War II.

Airplane IntroAirplane Intro
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Blitzkrieg

27

The	NAZI’s	used	ground	
attack-aircraft in their 
lightening warfare called, 
Blitzkreig.

Airplane IntroAirplane Intro
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Pearl Harbor

Fighter, bomber and torpedo 
planes were used to attack  
Pearl Harbor.

Airplane IntroAirplane Intro
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British	Spitfire	and	Hurricane	
planes won the Battle of Britain.

Battle of Britain
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The	British	invented	RADAR	that	uses	 
Radio Waves to detect enemy planes.

The British win the Battle of Britain even  
though the Nazi's have 3 times as many planes.



In WW II,American volunteers 
called the "Flying Tigers" used  
their shark painted planes  
to help defend China.

Flying Tigers
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Boeing's B-17 was called the 
Flying Fortress.  It was a bomber 
with guns to defend itself.  

Air power was critical to  
winning battles in World War II.

B-17
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In	1945,	B-29’s	dropped	atomic	
bombs that ended World War II.

With the war over, businesses 
looked for ways to apply what 
had been learned about  
airplanes during the war.

B-29 Enola Gay

Airplane IntroAirplane Intro
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Colonel Paul Tibbets named the plane after his mother, 
Enola Gay before dropping the atomic bomb on Hiroshima, Japan. 
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Boeing designed the 307 non-
military passenger plane based 
on the B-17.  The 307 was the 
first	plane	to	fly	the	public	with	
a	pressurized	cabin.		It	flew	
higher than storm clouds  
so the ride was smoother.

Boeing 307
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Smithsonian	National	Air	&	Space	Museum
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After World War II, a 
competition or Cold War 
broke out between the 
free countries and  
the communists.  

The race was on  
for better airplanes.

41

Cold War Clashes
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Templehof Airbase during the Berlin Airlift.
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After World War II, Germany was divided  
into the free west and communist east.  The 
capital, Berlin, was also divided.  It was located 
in the communist eastern part of Germany.  

In a move to get control of the whole city,  
the communists cut off supplies to the free 
parts of the city.

The war torn city was in ruins and the people 
starving.		The	West	started	flying	supplies	 
into Berlin by air.  

A young American named Gail Halvorsen  
was one of the pilots bringing food to Berlin.  
He saw children at the airport fence.  He  
handed them a few sticks of gum. 

Uncle Wiggly Wings

Airplane IntroAirplane Intro
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He promised to drop more candy from his  
plane	the	next	day.		The	children	ask,	there	 
are	hundreds	of	planes	flying	into	Berlin,	how	 
will they know which one is his?  He replied,  
he will wiggle his plane's wings.  The children  
called Pilot Halvorsen, "Uncle Wiggly Wings".

Next	day,	he	dropped	candy	attached	to	 
handkerchief parachutes.  Other pilots soon 
started dropping candy too.  The story made 
news	in	the	USA.		Many	people	donated	candy.		

The Berlin Airlift lasted about a year.   
During	that	time,	over	23	tons	of	chocolate	 
and candy were dropped to the children.  

More	than	just	sweets,	the	candy	gave	hope	 
to those who received it, and those who shared.

Airplane IntroAirplane Intro

Candy Bomber
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Dropping	handkerchief	parachutes	 
of candy to children of Berlin  
during the cold war.

Airplane IntroAirplane Intro
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Up to this point, all planes used 
piston engines.  Piston engines are 
very complicated.  

A British inventor created a jet 
engine.  It took years to perfect and 
put into production.  Jet engines are 
more simple and powerful.  

Fans compress air that ignites in a 
chamber.		Hot	exhaust	flows	out	the	
back and pushes the plane forward.

How Jets Work

Airplane IntroAirplane Intro
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Flutter

Propeller planes have straight 
wings.   Jet engines are more 
powerful than Propeller engines.
Most	jet	have	wedge	shaped	
wings called swept back wings.

Jet engines are so strong they can  
cause	a	problem	called	flutter.		Flutter	is	 
uncontrolled bending up and down of the wing.   
This can break the plane.  Swept wings and  
engines	below	the	wing,	fix	this	problem.	

flutter				
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Jet engines pushed ever more 
powerful	cold	war	fighters	
and bombers.  

Cold War Jets
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Businessmen had other ideas for the jet engine.
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De	Havilland	made	the	first	passenger	
jet.  It was called the Comet.   
At	first,	the	windows	are	square.	
After	thousands	of	flights,	this	leads	
to stress cracks and crashes  People  
lost	confidence	in	the	Comet.		

Comet Cracks 
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Based on the military tanker 
KC-135, Boeing made the 707 
passenger planes.   The 707 is 
the	first	successful	jet	airliner.

It has round windows.

707 Jet Plane

Airplane IntroAirplane Intro

KC-135KC-135

707707
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Wikipedia	by	Dylan	Ashe

Why do most passenger planes go 
slower than 700 miles per hour?

Airplane IntroAirplane Intro
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Sound travels at a speed of 
768 miles / hour (1,236 km/ hr) 
depending on altitude.

Many	people	believed	that	an	
airplane could not go faster 
than	this.		Many	thought	 
the plane would break apart  
or at least crash.
NASA wanted to try  
to break the sound barrier. 

Sound Barrier

Airplane IntroAirplane Intro
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Sound travels in waves.
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In 1947, Chuck Yeager broke the sound barrier in 
NASA’s	Bell	X-1	plane.		Because	of	the	Cold	War,	
the United States kept it a secret for years.  

At 768 miles perhour something strange happens.  
The plane is going as fast as sound.  When the 
plane goes faster than the speed of sound, there 
is a sonic boom.  This makes the plane hard to 
control.  Lots of energy is used by the sonic boom, 
so	planes	fly	inefficiently.		

Flying	faster	than	sound	is	much	more	expensive	
than	flying	at	speeds	below	the	sound	barrier.

Break the Barrier

Airplane IntroAirplane Intro
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During	the	Cold	War,	the	 
USA and USSR created  
many new military airplanes.

Cold War Continues
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The SR-71 Blackbird Spy Plane  
flew	over	three	times	the	speed	 
of	sound,	also	called	Mach	3.		It	
flew	at	an	altitude	higher	than	
60,000 feet.

Even though the plane was high  
in the air, it took clear pictures  
of objects on the ground.  

For	example,	from	10	miles	above,	
it could read the license plate  
of a car on the ground.  

61

Sky Spies 
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SR-71 BlackbirdSR-71 Blackbird
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Stealth planes hide from 
radar.  This makes the planes 
harder	for	the	enemy	to	find.

Sneaky Stealth 

63

F-117 Nighthawk
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B-2 SpiritB-2 Spirit

Airplane IntroAirplane Intro

Notice	there	is	no	tail.		Digital	
computers help control the plane.



The jet engine has non-military 
uses too.  Business people 
create commercial planes  
to	fly	paying	passengers.		

There is stiff competition 
between the companies and 
countries that make planes. 

65

Commercial Competition 
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Boeing names their planes in 
the 700 series like 727 and 737.

Boeing
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McDonnell	Douglas	named	their	
passenger	planes	DC,	which	may	
stand	for	Douglas	Commercial.		
There	was	the	DC-6,7,8,9	and	10.		
In	1997,	the	McDonnell	Douglas	
company merged with Boeing.

McDonnel Douglas
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European Airbus names their 
planes A3XX like the A330 
and A340.  The governments 
of Germany, France, England 
and Spain help pay for those 
planes.

Airbus 
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In	the	1970’s,	Boeing	made	
the	747.		It	carries	four	to	five	
hundred	people.		It	can	fly	over	
8,350 miles or 13,450 kilometers 
without refueling.

Fuller and Further

73 Airplane IntroAirplane Intro
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The 747 is a Fly-By-
Cable plane. The Pilot 
is connected by cables  
to the Flight Controls.
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The British and French governments 
subsidized making the Supersonic 
Concorde.		It	flew	at	twice	the	speed	
of	sound.			It	flew	from	London	to	New	
York City in about 3 hours. Only twenty 
planes were made.  

Supersonic means faster than the speed 
of sound.  The sound shockwave causes 
sonic booms which take a lot of energy 
to overcome.  Because the Concorde was 
expensive,	they	only	flew	for	about	25	
years.  The Concorde was an amazing 
engineering feat.  

The name comes from the French word 
"concorde" that means agreement.  It 
symbolizes how the French and British 
worked together to make this plane.

Supersonic Concorde 
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Wikipedia by RussaviaWikipedia by Russavia
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Notice, when the Concorde is on the ground,  
its nose points down so the pilots can see better.
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The Soviets made the TU-144 
supersonic passenger airplane. 
 
It looked suspiciously like the 
Concorde.  Some think the TU-144 
design was stolen from Concorde.  
They nicknamed this plane 
"Konkordski."

In 1978, the TU-144 crashed.  The 
passenger	fleet	was	permanently	
grounded	after	only	55	flights.

Konkordski 
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To Recap,
 Fly By Cable

Up to the 1980's, most planes 
planes were Fly By Cable.  That 
is, the pilot moves the wheel and 
rudder pedal.  Cables connect  
directly to the Flight Controls.

79 Airplane IntroAirplane Intro



Fly By Wire

Today,	most	planes	are	Fly-by-Wire.		Mechanical	 
Flight Controls are replaced by e-Bits and electronics.  
The Pilot moves sensors, that send e-Bits to digital  
computers	through	wires.		More	wires	connect	 
the computer to actuators that move Flight Controls.
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European governments paid to 
make the Airbus A-380.  It is the 
world’s	largest	passenger	plane.		

It has double decks and holds 
more than 600 passengers.  It is 
nicknamed "The Super Jumbo."

Super Jumbo 

Wikipedia	by	Marius	PalmeWikipedia	by	Marius	Palmen
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Instead of competing with 
Airbus	for	the	world’s	largest	
plane, Boeing chose to make the 
world’s	most	efficient	plane,	the	
787.  It holds 200+ passengers.  
The	goal	is	to	make	flying	more	
cost effective.

Boeing 787 
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Efficiency	is	important	but	the	 
aerospace dream is still, faster,  
farther and better.
In 1996, the X Prize offered $10 
million	to	the	first	private	vehicle	 
to	fly	to	the	edge	of	space.		
That	is,	to	fly		60	miles	 
(100 kilometers) high.
In October 2004, Spaceship One 
won the X Prize.  It cost Paul Allen, 
the	co-founder	of	Microsoft,	$100	
million to make it.  New technologies 
continue to be invented to take  
humans to the end of the sky.

Ansari X Prize 
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Sky's No Limit

Watch an airplane take-off. 

It all seems so elegantly easy.  
There have been spirits, prizes 
and sonic booms to get us to this 
point.  Airplanes now circle the 
globe daily.

The	story	of	flight	is	a	tale	of	
technology and human triumphs.  

As	great	as	flyings
accomplishments are, it makes 
one wonder.  Is the sky but a 
spring-board to outer space?
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Wikipedia by JpatokalWikipedia by Jpatokal
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In the 100 years that passenger planes  
have	been	flying,	people	have	flown	over	 
100	Billion	Miles	(160	Billion	Kilometers).	



Credits

Unless otherwise noted,  
pictures are in the public domain

We would like to thank:
 
. www.wikipedia.org  and 

. Smithsonian's National Air and Space 
Museum

.Boeing	Museum	of	Flight

.	London	Science	Museum
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How	did	we	go	from	watching	birds	flapping	 
their	wings	to	flying	ourselves?		This	book	 
highlights this off-the-earth adventure.
With jet engines and curved wings, we earthlings  
become airborne.  Our feet are no longer gravity- 
glued to the ground.  We are  Sky-Lings now! 

Back CoverBack Cover 
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May we think freely to find  
new ideas for old problems.  
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Mot hears the Boss 
Ant yell, “Line up!  
Forward march!”



2

Quickly, the Food 
Finder Ants, march,  
march, march.  Mot  
thinks to himself, “I don’t 
want to walk the same way 
that everyone else walks!”

Ant CityAnt City
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Mot dances  
as he marches.  
Mot’s Boss frowns.

 Ant City Ant City



The Boss said,“You 
can’t be a Food  
Finder anymore.”
The next day Mot 
tries another job.

4Ant CityAnt City
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Mot works as a 
Chef Helper in  
the Ant Hill Cafe.

 Ant City Ant City
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Mot’s Boss explains the 
job, “Make the food flat 
and put it on the plate like 
this.  It is the way that 
we ants have always eaten.  
It is tradition.”

Ant CityAnt City



Mot wonders to himself, 
“Why?”  Mot wants to  
do it differently.  Mot  
makes mounds in the food.  
Mot’s Boss frowns.

7  Ant City Ant City
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“You can’t work  
here as a Chef  
Helper anymore.”



The next day Mot tries 
another job as a Digger Ant.  
Mot’s Boss explains, “We 
always dig straight tunnels.” 

9  Ant City Ant City
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Mot wants to dig  
differently.  Mot builds 
a curved tunnel like this. 
Mot’s Boss frowns.  

Ant CityAnt City



“You can’t work 
here as a Digger 
Ant anymore.”

11  Ant City Ant City
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Mot’s Ex-Bosses 
discuss where would be 
a good place for Mot to 
work?  They get an idea.

Ant CityAnt City



The next day Mot goes to work a 
new job.  Mot’s new Boss said,  
“Welcome to the Think Center!  
Our job is to understand big  
problems that affect our  
Ant City.  Next, we come  
up with creative solutions.”

Think
Center

13  Ant City Ant City



Mot asks, “You mean, no one tells 
you how to march or bake or dig?”  
The Boss replies, “You are free to 
think for yourself!”“Wow!” said Mot. 
“Do you have to keep food flat and  
tunnels straight?”  The Boss 
responds “Nope!  We design the 
world differently than it is today!  
Here at the Think Center, we find 
new ways to fix old problems.”

14Ant CityAnt City
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Mot said, “Hooray! That sounds like 
fun!”  Boss explains, “Here is your 
challenge.  Every year, in the Rainy 
Season, Ant City floods.  Your job, 
Mot is to find new ways to keep  
this from happening.”

 Ant City Ant City
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Mot thinks about the 
flood problem.  Mot 
thinks about his  
own experiences too.
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Mot smiles as  
he comes up  
with new ideas.
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He talks the ideas 
over with the other 
ants.  They say, 
“good idea.”
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Mot and his 
friends all  
work together. 

 Ant City Ant City
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They make floating shoes  
for the Food Finders.   
They make plate covers 
for the Chef Helpers.   
They build tunnels that  
are not straight. 

Ant CityAnt City
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Next, Mot works on his biggest idea.  
He calls all the ants together to 
help.  As a team, they build a giant 
mound at the entrance to Ant City.

 Ant City Ant City
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Soon the Rainy  
Season returns.   

Ant CityAnt City
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The Food Finders use 
their floating shoes 
to cross puddles to 
get to the food.

 Ant City Ant City
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The Chef Helpers 
use the lids to  
keep the food  
from getting soggy.

Ant CityAnt City



Digger Ants use the 
twisting tunnels to 
deal with the water 
that does get in.

25  Ant City Ant City
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One night it rains 
and rains and rains.

Ant CityAnt City
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In the morning, water surrounds 
the entrance to the city. The  
giant mound works.  The water 
does not flood Ant City.  All  
the ants inside are safe and dry.

 Ant City Ant City
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Mot is treated like 
a hero.  The Mayor 
gives him a medal.

Ant CityAnt City



Mot has learned that not  
every ant is made to march in  
a straight line … nor fix flat  
food … nor dig straight tunnels.

29  Ant City Ant City



Every clever idea 
comes from someone 
with enough courage 
to try something new!

30Ant CityAnt City
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Ant City
Mot	tries	many	jobs	but	they	don’t	work	out.		 
Mot	finds	a	job	in	the	Think	Center	where	new	 
ideas are appreciated.  This is the story of  
finding	one’s	self	and	creatively	fixing	problems.	
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2) De-Coders
In World War II,  
England invents the  
first	electronic	 
computers.
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Computers
- Then and Now

Where did computers come from?  What 
are the roots of real-time computing?

We start with how, bit by bit, past Science 
comes together to make our computers of 
today.

Machines Count,
People De-Code,

Missiles Miniaturize
Spaceships Control,

Chips Process,
Devices Compute,

and Internet Connects.

iii
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This	book	is	written	in	“Mosaic	 
Style.”  The brief words - like  
puzzle	pieces	-	fit	together	to	make	 
a complete picture of computers.
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The	first	computers	were	people	
that count business trades.  

Long ago, people invented numbers  
to count what they were trading  
like cows or baskets of rice or wheat.  
Next,	tools	like	the	abacus	were	 
invented to keep track of buying  
and	selling	and	business	profits. 

1

Business with Beads and Boards 

1) Count 
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abacusabacus
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Later, in the West, shop keepers used 
"counting boards" to tally customer 
bills.		The	word,	‘counter’	still	means	
the space between clerk and customer. 

Did	you	know	that	Roman	Numbers	
can’t	do	math	directly?		

The	answers	were	figured	out	using	
Counting Boards which were then 
written in Roman Numbers.  

Our numbers today are called Indo-Arabic.  They were invented in 
India, learned by Arab Traders who taught them to Europeans who 
brought them to America.
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4

4

counting boardcounting board
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US Law requires that every ten years  
all Americans be counted and data collected.  
This was easy when the country was small.   
When it was nearly time for the 1890 Census,  
the 1880 data was still uncounted.  
The government offered a prize to anyone  
who could solve the problem of counting  
people.  Herman Hollerith won.  
He used punch cards to record answers to the 
census questions.  Holes represented how many 
people, where they lived and how much they made. 
The punch cards were processed by machines.   
Pins poked through holes in the cards.  They moved 
dials to record the data.  It was a huge success.

Sense of the Census

census hand-written datacensus hand-written data
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tabulating machinetabulating machine
In the 1890 Census, machines count people by using punch cards.
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Herman got the idea of using punched 
holes to represent data from train  
tickets.  At that time, train tickets  
had punched holes to identify the ticket 
buyer.  This reduced fraud and theft.

In this book, we learn about the connections  
between punched train tickets, punched cards  
and later digital computers.
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Punch Cards represent data as 'holes 
or	no	holes'.		Herman’s	company	became	
International	Business	Machines,	IBM.		

Mountain	of	punch	cards	 Mountain	of	punch	cards	 
needed to run one program.needed to run one program.
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2) De-Coders

In 1940's, the Nazi's used  
special machines to encrypt and  
send secret military messages.

9

Codes and Crackers

Type a Letter.  e-Bit goes through rotors  
that change the signal (encrypt).  e-Bits light  
up a different letter.  People write down the  
letter.  Radio operators send messages one letter 
at a time with Radio Waves.  At the Receiver,  
R-Waves change into letters that are typed into 
the	Enigma	Machine.		A	different	letter	lights	 
up.  People write down the decoded message.
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To send secret messages.
Letters => e-Bit => new e-Bit => Light Letter => R-Wave.  

At the Receiver, 
Reverse the steps to decode the messages. 

e-Bitse-Bits

R-WavesR-Waves
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In World War II, the British built a 
“computer” called "Colossus" to crack 
the	Nazi’s	code.		  

It worked like this!  
Receive Coded R-Waves

Write down Coded Letters
Punch holes in tape.

Read the punch tape.
Use electronic digital  

computer to decode the message.

rotor
rotor

lig
ht

lig
ht

let
te

rs
let

te
rs

lette
rs

lette
rs

e-Bitse-Bits
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It is estimated this shortened the war by two years.
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Also in World War II, the US Army  
had a problem aiming artillery accurately.

They built a computer called ENIAC  
to calculate how to better aim the guns.  

13

It is estimated that during the decade ENIAC was in operation, it  
made more calculations than all humans had done up to that point in time. 

Aims of ENIAC

ENIAC had 18,000 vacuum tubes.  ENIAC had 18,000 vacuum tubes.  
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vacuum tubes

vacuum tubes
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Vacuum tubes acted like switches in 
the	first	computers.		Electricity	flows	
through V Tubes that switch e-Bits  
on or off.  These e-Bit pattern are  
the	language	of	computers.		Data	is	
made by on or off e-Bits.  Vacuum 
tubes burn out often and have  
to be changed like light bulbs. 

On or Off Tubes

Vacuum tubes were also used in radios and radars.
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There were multiple lawsuits 
where many people claimed to have 
invented the computer.  The courts 
ruled that no one person owned the 
computer.  This made it easier  
to improve computing machines.

No Patents on Computers

17
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The telephone was invented in  
the	1870’s.		Voice	sounds	change	 
into e-Bit patterns that are sent over 
wires.  The e-Bits are routed around 
the world to connect people in  
different cities and countries.

The Bell Company used vacuum tubes  
to amplify the electrical phone calls so 
they can be sent long distances.  The 
phone company spent lots of money 
replacing burned out tubes.  The  
search was on for something better. 

Phone Line Links
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The Bell Phone Company invented the transistor 
to replace vacuum tubes.  The transistor is much 
smaller, uses less power and is more reliable. 

21

Transistors Replace Tubes

The weak e-Bit patterns comes into  
the transistor and a strong e-Bit signals comes out.

strong 
signal

weak
signal

In
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a transistora transistor
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3) Cold War

23

In	the	1950’s	Cold	War,	the	USA	was	 
afraid that the USSR would attack  
them with planes carrying atomic bombs.
The USA Built a network of new computers.  

SAGE = Semi-Automatic Ground Environment

SAGE* - Air Defense Science

Thirty SAGE* G-7 Computer Systems are built.
.	Each	G-7	Computer	is	the	size	of	a	football	field
. Weighs 100,000 pounds (500 Tons)
. Uses 120,000 Vacuum Tubes 
. Fastest Computer at that time
. First Real-Time Computer
.	Uses	3	Megawatts	of	power	(has	own	cooling	system)
.	First	Magnetic	Tape	Memory
.	Managed	multiple	inputs	from	Radars
.	Determined	fighter	jet	and	ground	missile	responses
. SAGE System cost over $10 Billion
. First Nationwide Computer Network
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SAGE G-7 Computer System

SAGE* = Semi-Automatic Ground Environment Air Defense System
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SAGE G-7 Computer System
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SAGE G-7 Computer System

In	overcome	the	USA	SAGE	Air	Defense	System	against	Nuke	Bomber	planes,	 
the	USSR	made	Intercontinental	Ballistic	Missiles	(ICBM).
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Missiles and Micro-Electronics 

To overcome air defenses, both the USA and USSR make 
intercontinental ballistic missiles that carry A-bombs.  
Guidance	Computers	need	to	fit	inside	the	missiles.		 
There is a push was on to make electronics smaller.

USSR	R-7	MissileUSSR	R-7	Missile
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USA	Titan	MissileUSA	Titan	Missile
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4) Control
Space Race

27A

Next,	the	USSR	and	USA	race	in	space.			
Both sides control space crafts with  
computers and engines from their missiles. 
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The	USA	Moon	Mission	Apollo	Project	needed	"Powerful",	 
lightweight, reliable computers.  Apollo used Integrated Circuits.

Apollo Guidance Computers
Integrated Circuits

 Also, several transistors are made on one silicon chip. 

e-
Bi

ts
e-

Bi
ts

Integrated Circuits put many electronic components on the same board.
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Apollo Guidance Computers

The Apollo Guidance Computer:The Apollo Guidance Computer:
. guide or steer the space crafts. guide or steer the space crafts
.	navigate	from	the	Earth	to	the	Moon	and	back.	navigate	from	the	Earth	to	the	Moon	and	back
. control systems like engines, life-support and communications. control systems like engines, life-support and communications

Margaret	 Margaret	 
HamiltonHamilton

printout  printout  
of AGC  of AGC  
SoftwareSoftware

Apollo Guidance ComputerApollo Guidance Computer
. Weighs 70 Pounds. Weighs 70 Pounds
. Size: 2 ft X 1 ft X 6 inches. Size: 2 ft X 1 ft X 6 inches
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In	1969,	the	USA	was	first	to	the	moon.

Apollo computers were critical parts of making it to the moon and back.
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Massive Mainframes

The design of nuclear missiles and Space 
Race rockets created demand for 
better, faster and more powerful computers. 

These	Mainframe	Computers:
. Used Integrated Circuits
.	Cost	Millions	of	Dollars
. Need lots of people to program, run and 
maintain
. Users were government, big businesses and 
universities.
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5) Micro-Chips

Intel invented how to make thousands of  
transistors on one chip of silicon.  Silicon is  
a semiconductor. Which means we can add  
different	atoms	so	that	e-Bits	will	flow	or	not.		 
The	e-Bits	flow	through	transistor	switches	 
and pathways controlled by software. 

31

Intel Invents Chips

Intel 4004 photolithography maskIntel 4004 photolithography mask

Inte
l 4004

Inte
l 4004
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Here is the process to make Chips:
. Light shines through masks onto silicon wafers. 
. L-Bits change the Coating 
. Acid eats away unwanted material.
. Add different atoms to change properties.

The Process of adding atoms, lights and acid etches  
are	repeated	to	make	multi-layer	Micro-Chips.

LightLight

MaskMask

LensLens

SiliconSilicon
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Micro-Chips	are	the	“brains”	inside	computers.
  One   One ChipChip

  Silicon Waffer (many chips)  Silicon Waffer (many chips)

  one transistor  one transistor     Micro-Chip	layers	of	e-Bit	pathwaysMicro-Chip	layers	of	e-Bit	pathways  

Mic
ro-

Chi
p

Mic
ro-

Chi
p
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Micro-Chips	are	put	together	with	 
other electronic parts to make a Printed 
Circuit Boards (PCB) for computers.

Printed Circuit BoardPrinted Circuit Board
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In	the	1960’s	and	1970’s	,	while	IBM	
made	expensive	mainframe	computers,	
the Homebrew Computer Club met  
at Stanford University. 

Their ideas were based on hippie 
counter-culture.  Their motto was  
to freely share information and  
make computers available to everyone.

33

Hippies and Homebrew Computer Club Culture

Homebrew Computer ClubHomebrew Computer Club
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 Gates Gates

JobsJobs

 Woz Woz
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Steve Jobs and his business partner  
Steve Wozniak created a company  
called Apple Computer Inc.  They  
made computers personal & easy to use.

Apples for All
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Apple makes the computer personal.
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In	exchange	for	stock,	Xerox	let	Steve	Jobs	
and	Apple	engineers	tour	the	Xerox	research	
center called PARC.  Apple saw a prototype of 
an	office	computer	called	Alto.		It	used	a	
Graphical User Interface (GUI) and a mouse.  

Alto is Ahead of its Time
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 Alto Alto
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People integrate chips into personal  
electronic objects that compute  

data for our everyday lives.

6) Compute

39

Steve Jobs leads Apple to create 
affordable	Macintosh	computers	for	
home,	office	and	school	use.		Its	'point	
and click' software was easy to use.  

Mac Makes it Easy
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Results were printed on laser printers.   
The success of these computers led to competition. 

 e-Bits=> + Charge on drum => L-Bits => Ink  e-Bits=> + Charge on drum => L-Bits => Ink 
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IBM	made	the	Personal	
Computer,the PC, for home 
and	office	use.			Other	
companies started making 
PCs, called clones, as well.

41

IBM PC and Clones

IBM	PC	Printed	Wiring	Board	called	"MotherBoard".
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	IBM	PC	IBM	PC

Floppy Floppy 
DiskDisk

In the 1980's data was 
stored on 5 inch square
Magnetic	Floppy	Disks.

Floppy	Disk	DriveFloppy	Disk	Drive
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The	IBM	PC	used	Microsoft	operating	system	
software.		First	DOS*	,then	Windows.

43

DOS*	=	Disk	Operating	System			
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People use Computers to do things  
with software applications called Apps.  

45

Software

Write
letters  
with
WORD.

Compute
with
EXCEL
spread-
sheets

Present  
with
POWER-
POINT
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People also make Computer Apps to play games.

These	are	examples	of	early	computer	games.

Space InvadersSpace Invaders
PongPong
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Governments and big businesses  
pushed for Supercomputers.   
They are tens of thousands of 
times more powerful than PCs.
Supercomputers are used for  
scientific	and	engineering	project	
like the atomic bombs,space race 
moon missions or better airplanes.  

47

Super	Cray's	Big	Day
Supercomputer
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Supercomputers are also used to predict  
weather and to make special effects for movies.
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While supercomputers offered 
amazing computing capability to a few, 
Intel was busy adding more transistors and 
capabilities to their microprocessor chips.
In	fifty	years,	the	number	of	transistors	 
on a chip went from thousands to billions.  
All this in a chip the size of thumbnail. 

49

Intel’s Integrated Insides

thousands of transistorsthousands of transistors

19711971
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billions of transistorsbillions of transistors

20212021
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Up to this point, it was all about 
making computers faster,smarter & 
cheaper.  But something was missing. 

Look at a microprocessor chip
under a microscope.  There are 
networks of interconnecting  
lines that are highways for data.

51

Chips have e-Bit Highways

In	Chips,	bits	of	electricity	flow	on	networks	of	data	roads.	In	Chips,	bits	of	electricity	flow	on	networks	of	data	roads.	

e-Bitse-Bits
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Intel	Chip	4004	Photolithography	MaskIntel	Chip	4004	Photolithography	Mask
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At	first,	a	stand-alone	computer	 
hooked up to peripherals like  
scanners and printers.  

Then, all the computers at one place  
were connected together into a local  
area network called a LAN.

Next,	computers	at	different	places	 
were connected in a wide area network  
or WAN.  Soon the web-like computer 
connections went worldwide.  

How did computer networks start?

53

LANs and WANs
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Applying what was learned from
the earlier SAGE program, the 
US	Military	funded	connecting	
computers at Universities and 
Research Labs across the country.  

In	the	1970’s	ARPANET	pioneered	 
critical network communication methods.  
For	example,	"packet	switching"	breaks	
down a message into parts.  It sends  
the pieces by multiple telephone paths.  
At the destination, the pieces are  
put back together again. 

55

ARPA-NET
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Starting	in	the	1980’s,	the
 National Science Foundation 
or NSF made NSFNET to 
promote general purpose 
research.  There were tens 
of thousands of users.  

The NSFNET developed a  
network backbone.  It is a way  
to interconnect computers. 
The networks link together to 
share	scientific	research	data.	

57

NSF-NET
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ARPANET and NSFNET becomes the 
open Internet where anyone can join.  

Private companies run the commercial 
backbone but no one owns the Internet.  
It is the hardware and software that 
interconnects international  
networks of computers.  

59

Internet	Expands	Exponentially
7) Connect  
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Wikipedia by Beao

Now that computers are  
connected, what can you do with them?
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In	the	1990’s	Tim	Berners-Lee	works	for	CERN,	
a giant physics lab in Switzerland.  He notices 
how important documents often get lost on-line.  

He invents a way to link data so that  
it is easy to store, retrieve and share. 
He names his idea, the "World Wide Web."  
At	first	it	only	works	at	CERN	computers.	Tim	
freely shared his idea.  Others create ways for 
WWW to work on different computer networks.  

Today, we have browsers, search engines  
and e-mail that interconnect people with  
digital devices around the the planet.   

61

Berners-Lee Keeps it Free 
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Today, billions of the people  
on Earth use the Internet  
and the World Wide Web.  

Computers have come a long 
way from just counting people.
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connected computersconnected computers
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What are the roots of real-time 
computing?  They are the creative 
expressions	of	the	need	to:	count,	
compute and connect.

Another word for connection is a 
nexus.		Seeing	where	computers	 
have come from, makes us wonder.   

Where	will	the	next	 
computer	nexus	lead?	

65

Beyond the Roots of Real-Time 

AI

close-up microprocessor data highwaysclose-up microprocessor data highways
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1) Count
The	first	computers	were	people	
that count business trades.  In 
the 1890 Census, machines count 
people by using punch cards.

2) De-Coders
In World War II,  
England invents the  
first	computers.

4) Control
The programmable,  
Apollo Guidance  
Computers control  
the moon mission 
space-crafts.

5) Micro-Chips
Every second, vast  
patterns of e-Bits 
process through  
micro-chips to power 
our digital devices.

6) Compute
People integrate  
chips into personal 
electronic objects 
that compute data  
for our everyday lives.

7) Connect
At	first,	computers	
stand alone like islands 
of	isolation.		Next,	the	 
Internet connects  
billions of global  
digital devices.

3) Cold War
Electronics are  
miniaturized to  
guide nuclear missiles.

66

Computers - Then and Now  ONE PAGE SUMMARY 
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Acronyms

Acronym   Description                           

 ARPA Advanced Research Projects Agency

 AT&T American Telephone and Telegraph Company

 CERN European Organization for Nuclear Research

	DOS	 Disk	Operating	System

 ENIAC Electronic Numerical Integrator And Computer

 GUI Graphical User Interface

	 IBM	 International	Business	Machines

 IC Integrated Circuit

 Intel Integrated Electronics Corporation

 LAN Local Area Network

 NSF National Science Foundation

 PARC Palo Alto Research Center

 PC Personal Computer

 SAGE Semi Automatic Ground Environment 

 USA United States of America

 USSR Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

 WAN Wide Area Network

 WWW Worldwide Web
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Where did computers come-from?  How did the roots 
of IC's and Apples, sprinkled with flower-power lead 
to personal computers?  This is the true story behind 
our real-time, worldwide computer connections today.

Back Cover
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Human’s	only	home,	earth,	has	a	long	history	of	killing	off	the	creatures	
that live here.  Where are the dinosaurs, mammoths and megalodons?  
All dead along with over 99% of the life forms that have ever lived here. 
We	have	two	choices	ultimate	extinction	or	explore	and	settle	in	the	
suburbs of space.  All human advancements are steps in our stride to live 
beyond	earth	in	space.			Meanwhile,	let`s	take	good	care	of	our	current	
home,	least	people-made	be	the	cause	of	our	own	extinction.

Today, our Earth is full of Life!  The Earth is billions of  
years old.  Scientists think that 99% of the Life that  
has	ever	lived	on	Earth	is	now	extinct.		What	happened?
This	book	is	about	the	Scientific	Guess,	called	Theories,	 
of	what	caused	Seven	Earth	Extinction	Events.

Earth Extinctions
Intro

Earth

1)
Great
Oxygen
Event

2) 3) 4) 5) 6) 7)
Human
Caused
    ?
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Earth  
Extinctions
-7 Events

1) GOE1) GOE

2) STARBurst2) STARBurst

3) Too Cold3) Too Cold
4) Biggest4) Biggest

5) Too Hot5) Too Hot

6)	Dinos	Die6)	Dinos	Die

7)	Human	Made7)	Human	Made
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Fossils show us fascinating creatures that once lived  
on	earth.		Many	times	during	Earth’s	long	history,	 
events wiped out most of the life on our planet.
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Today, our world bursts with so much life. 
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 It is hard to imagine  
the earth without life.

Earth	ExtinctionsEarth	Extinctions



This	is	exactly	what	has	happened 
	during	earth’s	long	history.			 
Repeatedly, something causes most  
of	earth’s	life	to	suddenly	end	in	 
“Big	Die”	events	called	mass	extinctions.		

3 Earth	ExtinctionsEarth	Extinctions
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Our Earth home is an uncertain place  
in	a	spiraling	galaxy	in	space.
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Our	Story	about	life’s	survival	starts	billions	 
of years ago when a Big Bang or something  
else created hydrogen (H) atoms.  
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Gravity pulls swirling H atoms together into a  
big ball.  We call them Suns.  The stars we see  
in the night sky are actually lots of far away Suns.
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Under the right heat and pressure, the H atoms  
join together to make one helium atom.  In the 
process, heat and light are given off.  Over time,  
the helium atoms join together to make 
other	elements	like	oxygen,	carbon	and	iron.

Earth	ExtinctionsEarth	Extinctions
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Billions	of	years	later,	the	star	dies.		It	doesn’t	just	
dwindle until the lights go out.  Nope,  stars die by 
exploding.		In	a	giant	burst,they	scatter	elements	
throughout the universe.   The process repeats.

Earth	ExtinctionsEarth	Extinctions
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Over 4 billion years ago, our Sun formed from swirling 
H	atoms.		Circling	in	the	Sun’s	gravity,		elements	of	
previous star bursts come together to make the Earth.

Earth	ExtinctionsEarth	Extinctions
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For	the	first	billion	years	or	so,	the	Earth	is	 
like hell.  The earth is very hot and constantly 
bombarded by space rocks and comets.
About 3 billion years ago, earth begins 
the Goldilocks Condition.

Earth	ExtinctionsEarth	Extinctions
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It is not too hot nor too cold.  Earth is the right 
temperature range.  Whether seeded from space 
rocks or home grown, Earth life begins.  Built from 
stardust elements, single cell Earth life thrives.  It is 
important to realize that earth at this distant time 
is very different than today.  The  air has very little 
oxygen.

Earth	ExtinctionsEarth	Extinctions
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Earth’s	first	air	is	full	of	hydrogen	sulfide,	 
methane,	carbon-dioxide	(CO2).		In	shallow	seas,	
Earth’s	first	one-cell	life	evolves.		The	sulfur	
breathing	bacteria	take	in	sulfides,	use	sunshine	 
for photosynthesis to get energy.  Hydrogen  
sulfide	smells	like	rotten	eggs.		Good	thing	 
the	one	cell	life	forms	don’t	have	noses.

Earth	ExtinctionsEarth	Extinctions

sulfur breathing bacteriasulfur breathing bacteria

As a sidenote, from space, ancient Earth may have looked purple.
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To	see	what	earth’s	first	life	is	like,	we	can	 
notice their cousins at hot springs today. The orange 
color is a bacteria-like single cell life form.  It lives 
without	oxygen.		In	fact,	oxygen	kills	the	sulfur	
breathers.		More	to	come	on	this	later.

Earth	ExtinctionsEarth	Extinctions
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cyanobacteriacyanobacteria

About 2 billion years ago, competing bacteria  
evolve	to	breathe	in	CO2	and	breathe	out	oxygen.		
They use sunshine to change the CO2 into energy  
to	live.		These	oxygen	exhalers	are	over	100	times	 
more powerful than the sulfur breathers.
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StromatoliteStromatolite

cyanobacteriacyanobacteria

Over	the	next	billion	years	or	so,	these	
blue-green bacteria spread throughout the 
oceans.		The	air	starts	to	contain	oxygen.
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At	first,	the	new	oxygen	in	the	air	reacts	with	other	
earth	elements	like	iron.		Oxygen	makes	iron	rust.		 
These rocks were once sand that contain gray iron.
The	iron	absorbed	oxygen	and	turned	rusty	red.

Earth	ExtinctionsEarth	Extinctions
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I - Oxy in the Air 1) GOE1) GOE

Over	time,	oxygen	increases	in	the	air.		The	 
oxygen	kills	most	of	the	sulfur	breathers.		This	 
is	the	first	of	earth’s	mass	extinction	events.	It	 
is	called	the	Great	Oxygenation	Event	(GOE).
Some of the sulfur breathers survive by living  
deep	in	the	ocean	in	oxygen-free	areas	like	hot	
vents that are rich in sulfur.  They are beaten  
in	this	round	of	life’s	competition	but	they	wait	 
patiently for the right conditions to return.

Earth	ExtinctionsEarth	Extinctions
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blue-green algaeblue-green algae

Life	continues	to	evolve	in	the	sea.		Different	
type of single cell life evolve that breathe out 
more	and	more	oxygen	into	the	earth’s	air.

Earth	ExtinctionsEarth	Extinctions
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Cambrian	ExplosionCambrian	Explosion

Next,	multicellular	animals	that	breathe	in	 
oxygen	evolve.		About	550 million years ago or  
MYA,	there	is	an	“explosion	of	life.”		Many	different	
types	of	animals	evolve.		Jellyfish,	squids	and	lilly-
like	creatures	all	flourish	in	the	oxygen	rich	seas.

Earth	ExtinctionsEarth	Extinctions
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These animals have no backbones.

Earth	ExtinctionsEarth	Extinctions
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II-Starburst Death Rays 2) STARBurst2) STARBurst

Fossil records show that suddenly  
about	450	MYA,	most	of	earth’s	life	dies.

Earth	ExtinctionsEarth	Extinctions

SuperNovaSuperNova gamma rays
gamma rays

Life BeforeLife Before AfterAfter

CrinoidsCrinoids

OrthocerasOrthoceras

OrdovicianOrdovician
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The	cause	of	the	second	Big	Die	may	have	 
been gamma ray radiation that hit the  
earth	from	a	huge	exploding	"near	by"	star.		

This	causes	much	of	earth’s	oxygen	 
to	be	lost.		Without	oxygen,	the	animals	 
-	who	breathe	oxygen	-	die.

Earth	ExtinctionsEarth	Extinctions
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blue green algaeblue green algae

Overtime, blue green algae  
and their cousins make more  
oxygen.		Life	continues	to	evolve.

Earth	ExtinctionsEarth	Extinctions
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In	the	sea,	fish	evolve	 
with many shapes and sizes. 
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Plants continue to evolve and diversify all over the Earth.
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The	third	mass	extinction	is	about	370	
MYA.		There	is	an	interesting	theory	that	
plants	cause	this	Big	Die.		Plants	absorb	so	
much CO2 from the air that there is global 
cooling.

III-Plants Soak-up so much CO2, Earth becomes  
         Too Cold 3) Too Cold3) Too Cold

Earth	ExtinctionsEarth	Extinctions
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With less CO2 in the air around the earth, the  
global temperature falls.  Polar ice increases and  
the	ocean	oxygen	level	falls.		Many	types	of	fish	 
become	extinct.		Most	of	earth’s	life	dies.	

Earth	ExtinctionsEarth	Extinctions
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Slowly life recovers.    Around 360 
MYA,		amphibians	evolve	from	fish.		
They spend time in the water and  
on the land.

Earth	ExtinctionsEarth	Extinctions
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The world at this time has warmer weather, 
shallow seas, and vast swamp forests.  There  
are large insects and lots of amphibians. This 
time is known as the age of the amphibians.

Carboniferous PeriodCarboniferous Period

Earth	ExtinctionsEarth	Extinctions
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Ancestors of reptiles and mammals evolve too.  

Earth	ExtinctionsEarth	Extinctions
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Life	continues	to	evolve	until	about	250	MYA.		 
There	is	a	fourth	Big	Die.	It	is	the	biggest	so	far.		

IV - Lots of Lava and Return of Rotten Egg Smell
TOO HOT

dimetrodondimetrodon

gorgonopsidgorgonopsid

EryopsEryops

4) Biggest4) Biggest
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There are huge volcano eruptions in Siberia.  
The	volcanoes	and	lava	flows	are	the	size	of	Western	
Europe.  Lots of CO2 and sulfur enter the air.   
Excess	CO2	causes	global	warming.		The	world	is	too	
hot for life.  It is a fact that hot water holds less  
oxygen	than	cold	water.		Sea	animals	breath	oxygen	 
that is dissolved in the water to live.  When the 
amount	of	oxygen	in	the	water	falls,	ocean	animals	die.

Permian	Extinction	EventPermian	Extinction	Event

Earth	ExtinctionsEarth	Extinctions
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But there is another effect of the lower  
oxygen	and	higher	sulfur	levels.		Remember	
the sulfur breathing bacteria?  You know the 
ones whose ancestors were wiped out in the 
first	mass	extinction?		Well	they	have	been	
waiting for the right conditions to come back.  
That is what happens.  Over time, they make 
so much Sulfuric acid that it helps kill most  
of the plants and animals.  When the volcanoes 
and killer clouds of rotten egg gas are over -  
most of the life forms on earth are dead.

sulfur breathing bacteriasulfur breathing bacteria
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One of the survivors was  
Lystrosaurus, a mammal-like reptile.

Earth	ExtinctionsEarth	Extinctions
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Because almost all earth life died, it  
takes millions of years for life to slowly  
recover.  New plants and animals evolve.
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At this time, all the land on earth is  
joined in one super continent called  
Pangea.  The outlines above show  
the	shapes	of	today’s	continents.

Earth	ExtinctionsEarth	Extinctions

Pangea SupercontinentPangea Supercontinent
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Archosaurs are common.  They are  
ancestors to dinosaurs and crocodiles. 
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Over	the	span	of	50	Million	Years,	 
life evolves.  This Triassic Period  
is the start of the Age of Reptiles.
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During	this	time	the	first	dinosaurs	
evolve.  They are one of many types  
of creatures that compete for survival
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Triassic Seas are full of life.
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The	fifth	Big	Die	is	about	200	MYA.		To 
understand	what	happens	next,	need	to	know	 
that	the	earth’s	surface	is	like	a	thin	crust	 
floating	on	hot,	often	molten	rock.		

Over	the	next	million	or	so	years,	molten	lava	 
burps more CO2 and sulfur into the air.  The  
volcanic pressure from below starts to  
push apart the super continent of Pangea.

V - Land Splits & More Lava

Earth	ExtinctionsEarth	Extinctions

Triassic	ExtinctionTriassic	Extinction

5) Too Hot5) Too Hot
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Like	the	previous	mass	extinction,	CO2	 
causes	global	warming.		Next,	follows	the	 
loss	of	ocean	oxygen.		The	sulfur	breathers	 
again burp out poisonous rotten egg gas.   
Between the global warming and the stinky  
smell,	much	of	the	world’s	life	dies	 
including many of the mammal-like animals.

Earth	ExtinctionsEarth	Extinctions

CoelophysisCoelophysis

Some rat-sized mammals survive.
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With their competition gone,
 dinosaurs survive and thrive.
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Dinosaurs	evolve	into	plant	eaters	 
like triceratops and brachiosaurus.
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Dinosaurs	also	evolve	into	meat	 
eaters like tyrannosaurus and raptors.  
 
Dinosaurs	rule	the	world	 
for over a hundred million years.
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Dinosaurs	with	many	shapes	and	sizes,	 
rule the world for over 100 million years.

Earth	ExtinctionsEarth	Extinctions
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People make movies with Computer  
Generated Imagery (CGI) dinosaurs that  
help us see what their world looked like.

Fair Use - Universal PicturesFair Use - Universal Pictures
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Suddenly,	around	65	MYA,	asteroids	hit	
the	earth	and	cause	the	sixth	Big	Die.		The	
collision	fills	the	air	around	the	earth	with	
dust.  The dust blocks the sun.  Plants die, 
then the plant eating dinosaurs die. 

VI - Asteroids Impact and Dinos Die

Earth	ExtinctionsEarth	Extinctions

6)	Dinos	Die6)	Dinos	Die
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Next,	the	meat	eating	dinosaurs	die.	 
The land and sea are full of death.
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Decomposers	thrive.		Ancient	mammals	 
survive by eating worms and insects.
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Over	the	next	tens	of	millions	 
of years, other life forms evolve. 
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After billions of years in work, now is  
the part of evolution with people in it.

Earth	ExtinctionsEarth	Extinctions

Over millions of years, our distant ancestors evolve from hominids to humans. 
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Over a 100,000 years ago, our direct human relatives evolve.   
They have bigger brains and the ability to make tools. 
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With	fire	and	foraging,	 
humans start to change their environment.
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VII - Next Extinction Event is Now 7)	Human	Made7)	Human	Made
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People hunted many animals like the giant  
mammoths	and	ground	sloths	-	to	extinction.
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Over 10 thousand years ago, people started planting  
crops	and	keeping	cattle	and	other	food	animals.		Next,	People	 
made	the	first	cities.		All	of	these	activities	impact	the	Earth.

SumerSumer



Another	example	is	in	the	1800’s,	millions	of	
American Buffaloes were killed until there 
were only a few thousand left. This picture 
shows a pile of buffalo skulls.
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On a positive note.  People worked together  
to conserve and preserve the Buffaloes.   
Now days, there are over 500,000 Buffaloes.



The more people, the higher impact on the environment.
The number of people, worldwide was 2 Billion in the  
year 1930, 6 Billion in 2000 and about 8 Billion today.
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We Humans change the Earth with our Actions!
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Human	activities	are	causing	the	7th	Extinction	Event!
Our crops, chemicals and cities impact the Earth.
We destroy the habitat and homes of plants and animals.  
Our factories and inventions pollute our environment.
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Each of us can help take better care of our Earth home.  We work  
together to: Preserve Plants; Protect Animals and Pollute Less



Many	times	during	earth’s	long	history,	most	 
of the life here has died.  Earth's fossil record 
provides	a	warning	and	motivation	for	us.		May	 
we	learn	about	the	causes	of	past	extinction	
events, 
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May	we	act	today	to	improve	 
how we take care of our home planet!

Reduce
Reduce

Re-useRe-use

Re
cy

cl
e

Re
cy

cl
e
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One day, our Earth will have another  
mass	extinction.		May	we	work	with	Science	
to	implement	cures	before	the	next	Big	Die	
occurs.  Another way to ensure the human 
race	endures,	is	to	find	other	homes	 
amongst the cosmic suburbs of space.  

We evolved from ape-like ancestors. 
Our	next	step	is	to	be	space	explorers	 
that our humanity, knowledge and  
inventions, along with us will survive  
the	next	global	catastrophe.		

Explore	to	Endure
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2) Starbursts (450	MYA)
Nearby	exploding	star	showers	
Earth with gamma rays that  
strip	away	the	oxygen.		 
Oxygen	breathers	die.

4) Biggest (250	MYA)
Huge volcanoes send 
CO2 and Sulfur into 
the	air.		Most	of	
Earth-life dies.

6) Crash (65	MYA)
Asteroids crash into 
Earth and kick up dust.  
Many	plants	and	animals	
die.

Earth Extinctions - Summary

1) Oxygen (Billions of Years Ago)
New	cyanobacteria	exhale	oxygen	that	kills	the	sulfur	 
breathing	bacteria.		Oxygen	builds	up	in	the	worldwide	air.     

3) Too Cold (370	MYA)
Plants soak-up so much 
CO2 that it cause the 
Earth to be too cold.  

5) Too Hot (200	MYA)
More	lava,	CO2	and	
Sulfur.		Much	Life	
dies.

7) Human (Now)
Human actions cause 
the	current	Extinction	
Event.  We can cure it 
too with care for our 
planet.
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Earth Extinctions
-7 Events

Most	of	the	life	that	has	lived	on	earth	is	now	 
extinct.		This	book	explains	what	happened.		 
The quest now is how to keep human-kind from  
becoming	future	fossils	in	the	next	“Big	Die.” 
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The reason motion pictures 
are called "movies" is  
because the pictures move.  
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Dedicated	to	those	who	
see the Science behind 
the silver screen movies.
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Movies	shows	life	in	action.
Life	moves.		Birds	fly.		
Cars race.  People rush.  
Our story starts with light 
and an image.

1

Intro 

Imagines in ActionImagines in Action
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1) LIGHT

Our story about movie science starts 
with Light.  Light is bright photons of  
energy that travel on Electromagnetic 
(EM)	waves.

  Light bounces off objects and into our eyes.

photonphoton

photonphoton

photonphoton
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Light from the sun and bulbs is called white  
light.  It is actually made up of all the colors. 

Colors 

Imagines in ActionImagines in Action

	White	light	shines	on	objects.		Most	of	 
the	light	is	absorbed.		We	see	the	color	that	bounces	or	reflects.
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Our eyes focus light to make the images 
we see.  Our eyes have cells that change 
light bits into e-Bits that go to our brains.

Eyes 

 

At the back of the eye are separate cone cells  
that are sensitive to Red, Green or Blue light.
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Lenses bend light to focus images.
Try this!  Focus light through a hand  
lens or magnifying glass. See the picture?

2) LENS

 Glasses have lenses that bend light to help us clearly see.
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Lenses in microscopes help us see the very small.

Lenses in telescopes help us see far away space objects.

Cameras have lenses too.

lenslens
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A	camera	is	a	dark	box	with	 
a way to let in a brief burst of light.  

3) Camera

Cameras also have a way to catch or capture  
the	image	with	film	first	and	later	digital	sensors.

lenslens

filmfilm
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The	first	cameras	need	over	an	hour	to	prepare,	
take and develop ONE picture.  Also, photogra-
phy	takes	a	box	full	of	chemical	and	supplies.

a  Camera 
b  Silver Plate
c  Iodine &  
	 Bromide	Boxes
d		Mercury	Cabinet
e  Plate Holders
f		Boxes	for	Plates
g  Leveling Stand
h		Washing	Dish

a    a    

b    b    

c    c    

dd

ee

ff gghh
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Cameras don't create images.  
Cameras capture them.  

The	first,	cameras	could	only	
take Black and White pictures.

B&W Pictures

Imagines in ActionImagines in Action

William TalbotWilliam Talbot Louis	DaguerreLouis	Daguerre

These are two of the inventors of photography.
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LincolnLincoln GrantGrant

Civil WarCivil War



The	Science	of	film	uses	tiny	
bits of silver chemicals that 
are sensitive to light.  They 
turn dark when light shines 
on them.  The camera lets in a 
burst of light. The light turns 
the silver into gray shapes.  
The word "photograph"  
means 'drawn by light.'

11

Light Sensitive Silver
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silver grainssilver grains

film	under	electron	microscopefilm	under	electron	microscope
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At this time, Cameras can only take still 
photos.  People play with the idea of making 
pictures move.  First, we need some  
Science of how our brains see pictures. 

Images in ActionImages in Action
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For	100’s	of	years,	toys	
have made images move.

For	example,	quickly	
turning the separate  
pictures of the cage  
and bird, makes the  
eyes see them together.
Why?

Moving Toys

Imagines in ActionImagines in Action
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One side has a drawing of a cage.  The other 
side has a bird.  Flip the toy quickly to see 
the bird in the cage.  Why?



When the eyes and brain see an image,  
they hold onto it for a split second.  

It is like the image echoes in the eye.  

The Science is called 
'Persistence of Vision.'

15

Eye Echoes

Imagines in ActionImagines in Action

Flip books show the persistence of vision.
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This	is	an	example	of	eye	echoes.

Stare at this picture.  
You'll see black dots where there aren't any.  

Images in ActionImages in Action

Try This!
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In 1878, a man named 
Muybridge	wanted	
to know if a running 
horse ever lifted all 
of its hoofs off of 
the ground at the 
same time? 

Horse Hoofs

Imagines in ActionImagines in Action
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He lined up 24 cameras along a race-
track.  As the horse galloped by, its 
hoofs pulled thin wires connected to 
cameras.  The result was a sequence  
of pictures.  Some of the pictures  
showed all the hoofs in the air.

Imagines in ActionImagines in Action



Zoopraxiscope
Muybridge	hand	painted	the	series	of	picture	on	
a big disk.  He invented a projector to show the 

short moving images to people.  

20Images in ActionImages in Action



Muybridge	took	other	sets	of	pictures.		 
He made more disks with moving animals and  

people.  He showed the moving images to audiences.

21 Imagines in ActionImagines in Action
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Based	on	Muybridge's	ideas,	 
Edison patented a camera that 
takes many pictures a second.

Images in ActionImages in Action
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Edison made the Kinetoscope  
to show his moving pictures. 
People paid a nickel to peer through 
the single eye piece to watch the 
short moving pictures. Only one person 
could see the short “movie” at a time.

Show For One 
(kinetoscope)

Imagines in ActionImagines in Action

lenslens

filmfilm
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Other people searched for ways to 
show movies to many people at one time.

Images in ActionImages in Action
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4) B&W Movies

A movie camera takes over 20 pictures a second  
onto	moving	film.		The	Lumiere	Brothers	made	cameras	 
to	make	short	Black	and	White	Movies.		Their	movies		
capture scenes of everyday life, like trains  
pulling into a station or workers leaving a factory.

Notice the hand turned 
crank	that	moves	the	film.

Electric 
arc light

lens

camera
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Black	and	White	Movies	are	silent.		They	do	not	have	sound.
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Cinematograph

Imagines in ActionImagines in Action

Projectors shined bright light through the moving  
film	and	onto	screens.		Many	people	at	the	same	 
time	watched	the	short	Black	and	White	Movies.

People quickly grew bored of watching moving pictures of  
ordinary	everyday	life.		They	wanted	something	more	exciting!
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Science of Stories

Stories are interesting.  Our ancestors shared stories  
with each other even before they invented writing.  Instead  

of saying watch out for wild animals.  They tell a story of being chased 
by wild animals.  The plot is the intense run for survival.

Cave	people	also	drew	pictures	to	make	their	storytelling	more	exciting!

28
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Our	brains	are	hard-wired	to	like	stories.		With	conflicts	and	
characters, we engage our senses & synapses.  We emotionally 
connect	with	flight,	fight	and	feel	good	chemicals.		Different	
parts of our brain link together as we process the story quest,  
climaxes	and	cures.		There	is	Science	behind	why	stories	 
stick to our memories and make good plots for movies.



Silent Movies
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Silent, Black and White movies told stories like comedy,  
romance and cowboy adventures.  People paid a nickle a piece 

to watch these movies.  Piano music added the only sounds  
as	the	silent	movies	flickered	on	the	big	silver	screens.
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CA Sun & Scenery
The	first	movie	cameras	needed	lots	of	light.		Movie	
producers moved to California for the sun and scenery.  
Within a short distance of Hollywood are snow covered 
mountains for Alaskan shows; forests for Robin Hood; 
deserts for Arabian Tales and of course lots of beaches.
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The	first	movies	were	made	on	easy	to	burn,	 
flammable	film.		The	light	source	was	an	open	 
flame	from	electric	arc	lights	right	behind	the	 
film.		The	films	often	caught	on	fire.		
Many	projection	booths	were	lined	with	tin	so	that	
the	fires	would	not	burn	down	the	wooden	movie	
theaters.		Actually	there	were	quite	a	few	fires.

Film Fires
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In	the	1920’s,	7	out	of	every	10	
people in the USA went to the 
movies monthly.  Going to the 
movies was an important event.  
People dressed for it.  Ushers 
wore uniforms and the theaters 
were decorated nicely.
The movies showed que cards 
with a few words to let the 
audience know more about the 
story.  Pianos added tempo and 
emotion to the otherwise silent 
shows. 

Attendance
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Clever	people	figure	out	the	Science	of	movie	sound.		Sound	 
Waves	shake	the	air.		Microphones	turn	sound	into	electric	e-Bits	 
that	change	into	light	patterns.		The	L-Bits	shine	onto	the	film	to	 
make the sound track that is in sync with the moving pictures.  

5) Sound

micmic

e-Bitse-Bits

LightLight

e-Bits  in
e-Bits  in

L-Bits  out
L-Bits  out

lenslens

FILMFILM

Record	sound	onto	film.Record	sound	onto	film.
so

un
d 
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k
so
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d 
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The sound is played back by shining light through 
the sound track.  L-Bits change into e-Bits.  The  
e-Bits	flow	through	a	wire	coil	and	turn	on	or	off	 
an electro-magment.  That pushes and pulls on  
a permanent magnet to shake a cone.  That  
make sound wave patterns in-sync with the movie.

Playback movie sound.Playback movie sound.

Playback Sound

Light
Light

    L-Bits L-Bits inin
e-Bitse-Bits  out  out

so
un
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    e-Bitse-Bits

    sound wavesound wave

electro electro 
-magnet-magnet

Movies	with	sound	are	called	"Talkies".		But	they	were	still	in	Black	and	White.
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Movie	Science	links	Colors	with;	 
Eye	Cells;	Film	Layers	and	TV	Pixel	Points.

Colors 

RGB Cells RGB Cells 

RGB Layers RGB Layers 

RGB Points (Pixels) RGB Points (Pixels)  

eyeseyes

film	film	

TVTV 
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Recap Eyes 
- RGB Cells 

38

RGB Cells RGB Cells 

eyeseyes

Simply said, eyes see colors because of 3 types of cone cells.   
That is, cells sensitive to Red, Green and Blue Light.  Light  
focused through lenses shines an image on the back of the eye.  
RGB Cone cells turn the Light into e-Bits that our brain sees.
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Color Pictures
- RGB Film Layers

39

RGB Layers RGB Layers 

film	film	

In	Black	and	White	film,	light	changes	silver	
bits into pictures with light or dark parts.  For 
color,	people	learn	how	to	make	film	with	3	
layers.  Separate layers are sensitive to RGB 
light. 

RGB filmRGB film
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That is, the image is separated into  
Red, Green and Blue parts in different layers.

The 3 layers combine to make the color picture.



41
Now	back	to	Movies.

Color TV  - RGB Points 

Quick side note on Color TV Science.  The TV screen has tiny  
Red, Green and Blue points.  The points glow and the RGB colors  
mix	together.		Our	brain	turns	the	pixel	points	into	complete	 

pictures.  Old analog TVs, show over 20 pictures a second. 

RGB Points (Pixels) RGB Points (Pixels)  

TVTV 
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Movie	cameras	capture	color	images	onto	film.

6) Color Movies

lenslens

filmfilm

filmfilm
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Projectors

Theater projectors shine light through  
the	moving	film.		Lenses	focus	and	magnify	

the moving pictures onto screens.  

Imagines in ActionImagines in Action



The "Wizard of Oz" movie starts in 
black and white and then turns into color.
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To Recap - Story Science

Our	brains	are	set-up	to	like	stories.		We	experience	
emotions with multi-media movies.  Our senses come alive 
and our brain cells link together to process the colorful 
pictures	and	surround-sounds	of	exciting	storytelling.

45



We laugh with comedies.

Images in ActionImages in Action 46

We relate to and often cry with dramas. 
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We startle and scream at scary movies.

Our hearts dance with romance movies.

Today, most movies are digital.



7) Digital 

Digital	cameras	do	not	use	film.		They	use	sensors	that	 
are like our eyes.  The bent light images shines on each  
pixel	point.		The	sensor	changes	the	L-Bits	into	e-Bit	 
patterns with different values of Red, Green and Blue.

Images in ActionImages in Action 48
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Today, digital projectors are able to show stored 
movies	directly	onto	screens	without	film.		The 
Digital	Light	Projector,	DLP	uses	special	 
chips	called	Digital	Micro-mirror	devices	(DMD).	
Each chip has millions of very tiny mirrors. 
The digital projector sends Light bits of color to 
each	mirror	at	the	right	time.		Millions	of	micro-
mirrors	reflect	the	L-Bits	onto	the	screen.	

DMDDMD 

Digital Micro-Mirrors 



To	recap,	the	computer	sends	e-Bit	signals	to	the	Digital	
Projector.		The	DMD	chip	controls	the	change	of	e-Bits	into	
L-Bits that shine through lenses onto the screen
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Science Summary 

Our movies are made with the Science of images  
in Action.  Over centuries, Scientists learn that:
. Lenses focus light to make images
. Light	changes	silver	on	film	to	make	images
.	Movie	cameras	take	20+	pictures	a	second
. Projectors show moving pictures onto screens.
. Our eyes see image echoes (persistence of vision)
. Our brains turn them into colorful movies.
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Significance of Moving Pictures
from selfies to cinemas 

Why	do	Movies	matter	to	me?

In	the	past,	only	the	rich	could	afford	the	expensive	 
cameras and chemicals to take Black and White photographs.
Today, we carry digital movie cameras in our pockets with 
our smartphones.  We create our own movies and share them 
worldwide.  Science of integrated light, electricity and  
magnets enables our modern movies.
Moving	pictures	give	us	perspective	of	ourselves	and	our	 
societies.  We marvel at footprints and fossils from distant 
dinosaurs.  We fascinate at the ruins of ancient civilizations.  
Just as pictures connect together to make movies, so is  
humanity	linked	together.		Ubuntu	means	"I	exist	because	all	
humanity	does".		May	we	keep	this	mind	as	we	make	our	videos	
and movies.

UbuntuUbuntu



Movies	are	made	of	images	in	motion.		They	
are full of emotion and entertainment too.  
From silent Black and White pictures to 
bright digital colors with surround sounds, 
movies have come a long way.
Movies	have	gone	from	grains	of	silver	 
to being fully ingrained into our lives.   
Movies	are	like	mirrors.		They	show	 
the world around us and the ones  
we create in our minds.
Will be interesting to see what future  
generations think of our movies.  Will  
they look at them the same way, we  
look at the old, silent, B&W movies? 

Conclusion 

Imagines in ActionImagines in Action53



More	than	just	moving	pictures,	
films	are	archival,	archeological	
evidence of our actions,  
interests and cultures.  

Frozen in frames of colored  
silver	bits	and	digital	pixels,	
movies are records and 
reflections	from	all	of	us.	
Popcorn optional.
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1) LIGHT
Light is bright photons of energy that travel on Electromagnetic 
(EM)	waves.		Light	bounces	off	of	objects.		Our	eyes	focus	light	
to make images we see.  Our eyes have cells that change light bits 
into e-Bits that go to our brains.
2) LENS
Lenses bend light to focus images too.  Glasses have lenses 
that bend light to help us clearly see.
3) CAMERA
A	camera	is	a	dark	box	with	a	way	to	let	in	a	brief	burst	of	
light.  Cameras also have a way to catch or capture the image 
with	film	first	and	later	digital	sensors.
4) B&W MOVIES
A movie camera takes over 20 pictures a second onto moving 
film.		Projectors	shine	bright	light	through	the	moving	film	 
and	onto	screens	to	show	movies.		Black	and	White	Movies	 
are silent. 
5) SOUND
Sound	Waves	shake	the	air.		Microphones	turn	sound	into	elec-
tric e-Bits that change into light patterns.  The L-Bits shine 
onto	the	film	to	make	the	sound	track	that	is	in	sync	with	the	
moving pictures.  
6) COLOR MOVIES
Color	film	has	different	layers	that	capture	light.		Points	of	
light are captured by chemicals sensitive to Red, Green and 
Blue (RGB) Light.  This is similar to how our Printers use RGB 
inks to print out our pictures.
7) DIGITAL
Digital	Cameras	use	sensors	that	our	like	our	eyes.		The	bent	
light	images	shines	on	each	pixel	point.		The	Sensor	changes	
the L-Bits into e-Bit patterns with values for how much Red, 
Green and Blue.

Images in Action - Summary
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Back Cover 

This book is about the story behind the 
motions in movies.  It is an epic adventure 
from	silent,	still,	Black	and	White	films	to	
the colorful movies of today.  That is our 
cue.		Let’s	get	started.		Ready	the	light	
sensitive silver, set the cameras and of 
course go with lots of ACTION!

Images in Action
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Worldwide, Students lack basic Science.  Alford Worldwide, Students lack basic Science.  Alford 
Science Quotient or scI-Q Volume - THREE  helps Science Quotient or scI-Q Volume - THREE  helps 
teachers	fix	this	for	5th	to	6th	Grade	Students.		teachers	fix	this	for	5th	to	6th	Grade	Students.		
This book is part of the Alford scI-Q Program This book is part of the Alford scI-Q Program 
with easy to understand, multi-media,  with easy to understand, multi-media,  
integrated Science Curriculum.integrated Science Curriculum.


